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Eddy current brake (ECB) is an attractive contactless brake whereas it suffers from braking torque attenuation when the rotating
speed increases. To stabilize the ECB’s torque generation property, this paper introduces the concept of anti-magneto-motive force
to develop the ECB model on the fundamental of magnetic circles. In the developed model, the eddy current demagnetization
and the influence of temperature which make the braking torque attenuation are clearly presented. Using the developed model of
ECB, the external and internal characteristics of the ECB are simulated through programming byMATLAB. To find the sensibility
of the influences on ECB’s torque generation stability, the stability indexes are defined and followed by a sensibility analysis on
the internal parameters of an ECB. Finally, this paper indicates that (i) the stability of ECB’s torque generating property could be
enhanced by obtaining the optimal combination of “demagnetization speed point and the nominal maximum braking torque.” (ii)
The most remarkable influencing factor on the shifting the demagnetization speed point of ECB was the thickness of the air-gap.
(iii) The radius of pole shoe’s cross section area and the distance from the pole shoe center to the rotation center are both the most
significant influences on the nominal maximum braking torque.

1. Introduction

Eddy current brake (ECB) is an attractive auxiliary braking
device for vehicles, which could be directly controlled bywire.
Comparing with some other auxiliary brake, ECB enjoys
the following advantages [1–3]: (a) the ECB is easy to be
controlled, and it nearly does not suffer the braking delay,
for it is directly controlled by the current applied in the wire.
(b)TheECB enjoys better performances in low-speed domain
than either regenerative brake or hydraulic retarder. (c) The
ECB does not require the internal combustion engine (ICE)
to provide the negative pressure as the pneumatic source
(nevertheless, the hydraulic retarder and the engine brake
need the internal combustion engine to provide negative

pressure when they are working). Overall, the ECB should
be a promising auxiliary brake for future vehicles, as vehicles
tend to be more electric drove, especially for the vehicles
without internal combustion engine like pure electric vehicles
and fuel cell battery electric vehicles.

For the ECB, the applied current generates magnetic flux
in the core, and an eddy current is induced around pole
shoe of the core when the magnetic flux goes through a
rotating conductive disk. The braking force is generated by
the interaction between eddy current and magnetic flux.
According to the theoretic works in [4, 5], the braking torque
of an ECB was simply expressed as a function of the angular
speed of a disk and the applied current when ignoring the
demagnetization. If the angular speed is a constant, the
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Figure 1: Schematic of a typical ECB.

braking force is proportional to the applied current, and vice
versa. Actually, the braking torque would not be continuously
increasing while the angular speed or applied current rises.
According to experimental results on ECB’s torque-speed
property [2, 6–8], at the very beginning, the braking torque
increases rapidly while the rotating speed ascends. Neverthe-
less, after the braking torque peaked at its maximum value,
the braking torque tends to drop significantly if the rotating
speed goes on increasing. The reason of this phenomenon is
that the demagnetization effect cut down the ECB’s torque
generation property while, at the same time, the ECB’s torque
stabilization is destroyed. Specifically, for excitation eddy
current brake, to prevent the demagnetization effect not
only means to improve the braking stability but also to save
the energy. To explore the electromagnetic property of the
ECB, Smythe [1] firstly implies magnetic potential theory
to model the ECB, and he described the demagnetization
effects by deriving the Maxwell’s equations. Wouterse [3]
indicates structure index C based on the numerical analysis
and experiment validation to simplified Smythe’s model.
Simeu and George’s firstly [4] introduced an ECB based on
magnetic circle theory and hismodel is widely used in control
algorithm research on ECB [5, 9]. However, Simeu’s model
can only express how ECB retards the rotator in low-speed
region, but it cannot fully describe the ECB’s property in high-
speed region for it ignored the eddy current demagnetization.
Recently, with the development of computational science,
many have tried to model ECB with FEM [10–12], although
the FEA results could be a reference for engineering design, it
is still reasonable to develop current ECB’s theoretical model
for detecting the influences on ECB’s braking torque stability
[6–8]. Hence, this paper presents a modelling method based
on magnetic circle theory, which is easy to find the relations
of the internal parameters to the braking torque stabilization.
Using this developed ECB model, the sensitivity of the
influences of the braking torque stabilization could be easily
found through simulation and related sensitivity analysis.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
basic construction of a typical ECB while the parameters

for modeling are present. Section 3 introduces the modeling
assumptions and the mathematical modeling works; in this
section, by introducing the concept of antimagnetic force, a
developed ECBmodel is derivate in detail. Section 4 includes
the simulation results on both external parameters and inter-
nal parameters of the ECB based on the developed model.
In Section 5, the braking torque stability index including the
demagnetization speed point (demagnetization speed point)
and the nominal maximum braking torque is introduced,
followed by a sensibility analysis on internal parameters to
braking torque stability index.

2. The Principle of ECB

The configuration of a typical ECB is presented in Figure 1.
A typical ECB consisted of rotator, shaft, coil, and iron
core. For easy fabrication, this paper presents an ECB that
is designed with two pairs of coil-core systems which are
circumferentially equispaced around the rotator. The rotator
is a copper made disc, with the radius of 𝑅 and the thickness
of 𝑑. In each coil-core system, two U-shaped iron cores are
symmetry arranged aside the rotator.The zone between these
twoU-shaped iron cores calls air-gap; the thickness of the air-
gap is 𝑙𝑔. At the heat of each iron core, the coils are winding
into𝑁/8 turns and each coil is series-wound connected. The
pole shoe is at the top of the U-shaped iron-core, and in this
paper, the pole shoe’s cross section area is roundness with
radius of 𝑟 and the area of 𝐴.

Figure 2 displays how the eddy currents are generated
and how the ECB retards the vehicle. The applied current
generatesmagnetic flux in the core (see the green dotted circle
in Figure 1), and an eddy current (see the green solid circle in
Figures 1 and 2) is induced around pole shoe (the pole area
of the core, see Figure 1) of the core when the magnetic flux
goes through a rotating conductive disk. The braking force
(its direction is negative to the rotating speed, see Figure 2)
is generated by the interaction between eddy current and
magnetic flux. The braking torque generated by ECB is then
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Figure 2: Working principle of a typical ECB.

transferred to the wheels through the driving shaft and final
reducing gear.

3. Mathematical Modeling of the ECB

3.1. Simplifying Equivalent Magnetic Circle and Assumptions.
According to Ampere-Maxwell equation, the magnetic field
intensity generated by the applied current could be calculated
as

∮
𝑙

𝐻𝑑𝑙 = 𝐼net. (1)

In one pair of the coil-corn systems, the path of integration is
a closed circle, and hence, in one pair of the coil-corn system,
∮
𝑙
𝐻𝑑𝑙 = 𝐻⋅𝑙, where 𝑙 is the equivalent length of themagnetic

circle and 𝐻 is the magnetic field intensity. 𝐼net is the overall
current around the magnetic circle and it is calculated as
𝐼net = 𝑁⋅𝑖, where,𝑁 is the turns of the coil and 𝑖 is the applied
current in the coil.

When given the definition of magnetic flux density 𝐵 =

𝜇𝐻, the overall magnetic flux in one pair of the coil-corn
system Φ is calculated as

Φ = 𝐵𝐴 =
𝜇𝑁𝑖𝐴

𝑙
. (2)

When defining themagnetic force asF = 𝐼net,𝐴 as the cross-
section area of the pole shoe, and the reluctance asR = 𝑙/𝜇𝐴,
the basic magnetic theory is established:

Φ =
F

R
. (3)

In (3), F is combined magnetic force, which is the sum
of magnetic force and antimagnetic force. R is the overall
reluctance, which could be calculated as the overall resistance
in electric circles.

According to magnetic circle theory, the equivalent mag-
netic circle of ECB is established in Figure 3.

The modeling work on ECB is based on its equivalent
magnetic circle; for further derivation, this paper presents the
following assumptions.

(1) The air-gap is acceptable thick that the cross-section
area ofmagnetic flux in the rotator could be estimated
as the cross section area of the pole shoe; namely,𝐴 =

𝜋𝑟
2.

(2) In the rotator, the reluctance in shaft direction is
R∗
𝑑
𝑎𝑥

= 𝑑/𝜇0𝜋𝑟
2, while the reluctance in radius

direction isR∗
𝑑
𝑟𝑎

= 𝑎/𝜇0𝑟𝑑. Here assume that 𝑎 ≫ 𝑑,
so that R∗

𝑑
𝑟𝑎

≫ R∗
𝑑
𝑎𝑥

and all the magnetic flux could
cross through rotator disc from the shaft direction.

(3) The influence of the radius of the rotator disc 𝑅 is
ignored as this factor only affects the value of the
braking torque but not the stability of the braking
torque, and the influence of this factor on the braking
torque is discussed in some presented works before;
see [1, 3, 13].

(4) The braking time is acceptable short that the temper-
ature variation could be ignored.

Hence, the simplified equivalent magnetic circle of ECB (see
Figure 4) could be rebuild as a series-wound magnetic circle
with magnetic forceF𝑖, air-gap reluctanceR𝑎, antimagnetic
force generated by eddy current in the rotatorFeddy, and iron
core reluctanceR𝑐.

3.2. Derivation of the ECBModel. According to the simplified
equivalent magnetic circle, the magnetic flux in one coil-core
system is calculated as

Φ𝑐 =

F𝑖 −Feddy

R𝑐 +R𝑎 +R𝑑
, (4)

whereF𝑖 is the magnetic force generated by applied currents
in the coil and Feddy is the defined antimagnetic force
provided by eddy current in the rotator. R𝑐, R𝑎, and R𝑑
are the reluctance value of coil, air-gap, and rotator disc,
respectively.

The reluctance of the air-gap could be calculated as

R𝑎 =
𝑙𝑔 − 𝑑

𝜇0𝐴
, (5)

where 𝜇0 is the permeability of vacuum with the value 4𝜋 ×

10
−7. 𝑙𝑔 is the distance between two pole shoes and 𝑑 is the

thickness of rotator disc and𝐴 is the cross section area of the
pole shoe.

In this paper, the rotator is made up of copper; hence its
permeability is similar to the permeability of vacuum, and
hence, we rewrote the reluctance outside the iron corn as

R𝑔 = R𝑎 +R𝑑 =
𝑙𝑔

𝜇0𝐴
. (6)

The reluctance of the core could be calculated as

R𝑐 =
𝑙𝑐

𝜇𝑐𝜇0𝐴
. (7)
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Figure 3: Diagram of the equivalent magnetic circle of ECB.
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Figure 4: Diagram of the simplified equivalent magnetic circle of
ECB.

In (7), 𝑙𝑐 is the length of the equivalent magnetic circle in iron
core.𝜇𝑐 is relative permeability of ferromagneticmaterial.The
value of 𝜇𝑐 is around 6000 so that the value ofR𝑐 is so much
less thanR𝑔, and hence, it could be neglected in (2).

Then, (4) could be rewritten as

Φ𝑐 =

F𝑖 −Feddy

R𝑔
, (8)

where the magnetic force F𝑖 could be calculated by multi-
plying the turns of coil𝑁 and the applied current in the coil
𝑖:

F𝑖 = 𝑁𝑖. (9)

In addition, the defined antimagnetic force Feddy generated
by eddy current in the rotator disc could be calculated as

Feddy = ∮
𝑠

𝐽𝑒 𝑑𝑠 = 𝐽𝑒 ⋅ 𝑑 ⋅ 𝑟. (10)

Here 𝐽𝑒 is the current density of eddy current in the rotator
disc:

𝐽𝑒 = 𝜎 ⋅ 𝑎 ⋅ (𝜔 ×𝐵𝑐) . (11)

In (8), 𝑎 is the distance from the center of pole shoe area to
the rotating center and 𝐵𝑐 = Φ𝑐/𝐴 = Φ𝑐/𝜋𝑟

2 is the magnetic
flux density in one pair of the coil-core system.

Hence, (10) could be rewritten as

Feddy = 𝜎 ⋅ 𝑎 ⋅ (𝜔×
Φ𝑐

𝜋𝑟2
) ⋅ 𝑑 ⋅ 𝑟

= 𝜎 ⋅ 𝑎 ⋅ 𝑑 ⋅ (𝜔×
Φ𝑐

𝜋𝑟
) .

(12)

According to (4), the antimagnetic force could be also calcu-
lated by

Feddy = 𝑁𝑖 − Φ𝑐 ⋅R𝑔. (13)

From (12) and (13), the magnetic flux in one coil-core system
is obtained as

Φ𝑐 =
𝑁𝑖

(R𝑔 + (𝜎𝑎𝑑𝜔/𝜋𝑟))

. (14)

Hence, the magnetic flux density in this coil-core system is

𝐵𝑐 =
Φ𝑐

𝜋𝑟2
=

𝑁𝑖

((𝑙𝑔/𝜇0) + 𝜎𝑎𝑑𝑟𝜔)

. (15)

Then (11) could be rewritten as

𝐽𝑒 = 𝜎 ⋅ 𝑎 ⋅ 𝜔 ×(
𝑁𝑖

(𝑙𝑔/𝜇0) + 𝜎𝑎𝑑𝑟𝜔

) . (16)

The total power dissipation may be calculated simply by
integrating 𝜌⋅𝐽𝑒

2 over the cylindrical volume 𝜋𝑟2 ⋅𝑑 [3, 14, 15],
where 𝑑 and 𝑟 denote, respectively, the disc thickness and the
radius of a circlewith the same area as the pole face.Therefore,
the total dissipation is

𝑃diss = 𝜌 ⋅ 𝐽𝑒
2
⋅ 𝜋𝑟

2
⋅ 𝑑. (17)
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From view of energy follow Theory, the dissipated energy
in eddy current is equal to the dissipated kinetic energy of
vehicle, and hence, the braking torque could be evaluated as

𝑇𝑏 =
𝑃diss
𝜔

= 𝜎𝑎
2
𝜋𝑟

2
𝑑(

𝑁

(𝑙𝑔/𝜇0) + 𝜎𝑎𝑑𝑟𝜔

)

2

𝑖
2
𝜔. (18)

In addition, 𝜎 is the conductivity of the rotor material and it
could be calculated as

𝜎 =
1

𝜌0 (1 + 𝛼𝑡)
. (19)

Here, 𝑡 is the temperature of the rotating disc. 𝜌0 and 𝛼

are electrical resistivity at 0∘C and temperature coefficient
of resistance, respectively. For a copper made rotator disc,
𝜌0 = 1.75 × 10

−8
Ωm and 𝛼 = 4.1 × 10

−3
1/
∘C. Hence, (18)

could be developed into

𝑇𝑏 = 𝜋𝑟
2
𝑎
2
𝑑(

𝑁𝜇0

𝑙𝑔𝜌0
2
(1 + 𝛼𝑡)

2
+ 𝑎𝑑𝑟𝜔𝜌0 (1 + 𝛼𝑡)

)

2

⋅ 𝑖
2
𝜔.

(20)

4. Simulation on ECB

4.1. Simulation on the External Characteristics of the ECB.
Simulations are performed on the developed mathematical
model of braking torque in ECB, by means of MATLAB.

For a typical commercial vehicle, which is equipped with
an ECB in its driving shaft, the ECB rotator’s rotating speed is
highly related to the vehicles driving speed.Their relationship
is 𝑛ECB = (Vvehilce/𝑟wheel)𝑖0, where Vvehicle is the vehicle’s driving
speed, 𝑟wheel is the radius of the rear-wheel, and 𝑖0 is the
driving ratio of the final reducing gear. According to China’s
transportation laws, in most highways, the maximum speed
of commercial vehicle is limited to 80 km/h, and hence, in
the simulation, the rotator’s rotating speed is set from 0 to
2500 rpm. Simulations on the braking torque of ECB were
carried out at the speed from 0 to 2500 rpm, the applied
current was set from 0 to 20A, and the temperature of rotator
disc was set from 0 to 800∘C with the parameters employed
in simulations listed in Table 1.

Figure 5 shows the ECB’s torque versus rotating speed
property when the current is kept constant in 10A and the
temperature of the rotator disc is 200∘C; the simulation is
based on the assumption that the influence of temperature
transient variation on the braking torque is ignored. The
simulation result indicates that the working condition of
an ECB could be divided into two domains, namely, low-
speed domain and high-speed domain. The properties in
both domains are acceptable corresponding to the bench
test results present in [1, 13]. In low-speed domain, the
braking torque is proportional to the rotator’s rotating speed.
Nevertheless, the proportional relationship is broken as the
speed increases. There is a peak value on the curve, and the
abscissa of this peak value is a demagnetization speed point.
The ECB came to its high-speed domain when the rotating

Table 1: Model parameters of ECB.

Parameter Value Unit
𝑎 85 mm
𝑑 3 mm
𝑟 20 mm
𝑁 720 turns
𝑙
𝑔

16 mm
𝜇0 4𝜋 × 10

7 H/m
𝜌0 1.75 × 10

−8
Ωm

𝛼 4.1 × 10
−3 1/∘C

Rotating speed (rpm)

Br
ak

in
g 

to
rq

ue
 (N

m
)

Low
speed

domain

High
speed

domain

Peak torque

Figure 5: Simulation result of torque-speed property of ECB.

speed surpasses the demagnetization speed point, and in
high-speed domain, the braking torque and the rotating
speed have an inverse proportional relation.

From the simulation result presented in Figure 6, both the
applied current and the rotating speed affected the braking
performance of ECB. In low-speed domain, the braking
torque tended to be increasing while applied current or
rotating speed was arising. Nevertheless, when the rotating
speed surpasses a nomination value, the braking torque
attenuates dramatically, and the reducing rate of the torque
attenuates is proportional to the applied current, which
means if the braking torque starts to attenuate, the braking
torque could not be stalely controlled by simply changing the
applied current.

The temperature also affects the torque-speed charac-
teristics of ECB. Figure 7 shows the braking torque char-
acteristics versus both temperature and applied current;
the braking torque tended a significantly attenuation while
the temperature of rotator disc is continuously increasing.
Deserve to be mentioned, the developed model in this paper
maybe circumscribed to fully detecting the influence of
temperature on the braking torque, especially the barking
torque characteristics versus both temperature and rotat-
ing speed. The further developing model should consider
the thermal dynamics and this paper just simply observes
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the braking torque characteristic versus temperature in the
view of qualitative analysis.

4.2. Simulation on the Internal Characteristics of the ECB.
According to the derived mathematical models of braking
torque in ECB, the influencing parameters on the ECB’s
braking torque stability are: the radius of the pole shoe’s
cross-section area, distance from the pole shoe’s area center
to the rotating center, thickness of the rotator disc, the
thickness of the air gap, and so forth. With variations of
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Figure 8: Influence of the equivalent radius of pole shoe area.

parameters described above, the influences on ECB torque-
speed property were studied, as the applied current is 10 A
and the rotator disc temperature is 200∘C.

As described in Figure 8, the increasing ratio of braking
torque in low-speed domain increased with the rise of
the radius of the pole shoe’s cross section area, while the
attenuation ratio in high-speed domain is also increased with
the rise of the radius of the pole shoe’s cross section area.
When the value of the radius of the pole shoe’s cross section
area increases, the value of the peak torque is increasing,
whereas the demagnetization speed point is declining.

As shown in Figure 9, the ECB’s torque-speed enjoys a
similar tendency while changing the distant from the pole
shoe’s center the rotating center.

In Figure 10, the increasing ratio of braking torque in low-
speed domain drops with the rise of the thickness of the air
gap, while the attenuation ratio in high-speed domain is also
damping with the rise of the thickness of the air gap. When
the value of the thickness of the air gap increases, the value of
the peak torque is descending, whereas the demagnetization
speed point is aggrandizing.

Figure 11 indicates that in the low-speed domain the
increasing ratio of braking torque arises with the rise of the
thickness of the rotator disc, while the attenuation ratio in
high-speed domain is also increasing with the rise of the
thickness of the rotator disc. While the value of the thickness
of the rotator disc is increasing, the value of the peak torque
does not change significantly, whereas the demagnetization
speed point is aggrandizing.

Conclusively, the simulations indicate that the internal
parameters can affect the ECB’s torque generating property.
For a typical ECB, before the rotating speed surpasses a
nominal value, the braking torque provided by the ECB
is proportional to the rotating speed. In this domain, the
torque could be controlled stably by changing value of applied
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current; namely, when the applied current is increasing, both
the value and the increasing ratio of ECB’s braking torque
can increase. On the contrary, when the rotating speed goes
on increase, the braking torque cannot be simply controlled
by changing the applied current as a proportional principle;
namely, when the applied current is increasing, the braking
torque increases whereas the increasing ratio drops while
the rotation speed arises. Hence, to enhance the stability of
the braking torque performance, it is should find an optimal
combination of ECB’s demagnetization speed point and the
nominal maximum braking torque, which is defined as the
torque stabilization indexes, by optimizing the ECB’S internal
parameters.
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5. Sensibility Analysis on Influences of
Torque Stabilization

To investigate the torque stabilization indexes, this paper
firstly introduces the concept of demagnetization speed
point, and it is judged by the demagnetization speed point,
which could be found as the root of the partial differential
equation followed:

𝜕𝑇𝑉

𝜕𝜔
= 0. (21)

Hence, the demagnetization speed point is described as a
function of distance from pole shoe center to the rotation
center 𝑎, thickness of the rotator disc 𝑑, thickness of the
air-gap 𝑙𝑔, and the equivalent radius of the pole shoe’s cross
section area 𝑟:

𝜔de =
𝑙𝑔

𝜇0𝜎𝑎𝑑𝑟
. (22)

In the demagnetization speed point, the nominal maximum
braking torque of the ECB could be obtained, and it could be
calculated as

𝑇max = 𝜋𝑟
2
𝑎
2
𝑑𝜌0 (1+𝛼𝑡)(

𝑁𝜇0

𝑙𝑔 + 𝑎𝑑𝑟 (𝑙𝑔/𝜇0𝑎𝑑𝑟)
)

2

𝑖
2

⋅

𝑙𝑔

𝜇0𝑎𝑑𝑟
.

(23)

Owing to the structure design, the thickness of the rotator
disc is highly 𝑑 related to the thickness of the air-gap 𝑙𝑔, and
they must follow 𝑑 < 𝑙𝑔; hence, in the sensitive analysis, this
paper observed the influence of the parameter 𝑙 = 𝑙𝑔 − 𝑑.

According to the simulations in Section 4, both the
demagnetization speed point and the nominal torque affect
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Table 2: Initial value setting for sensitive analysis.

Parameters Initial value Unit
𝑎0 90 mm
𝑑0 3 mm
𝑙0 13 mm
𝑟0 20 mm

the ECB’s braking performance; hence, this paper introduces
a two-dimensional braking torque stability index that ismade
up with demagnetization speed point and nominal torque.
With the purpose to investigate the effects of the parameters
of ECB on braking torque stabilization, the related sensitivity
analysis is carried out. The sensitivities of braking torque
stabilization indexes to the parametric variations of ECBwere
detected using one parametric variation method with the
observed parameters including charging the radius of the
pole shoe’s cross section area, distance from the pole shoe’s
area center to the rotating center, thickness of the rotator
disc, the thickness of the air gap, and so forth. At each
measurement, the selected parameter was increased by 5%
of the initial value, while other parameters kept invariable.
Then, the variations of demagnetization speed point and
the nominal maximum braking torque with the selected
parameter were investigated. The sensitivity can be defined
as [16]

𝑆 =



Δ𝑦/𝑦0
Δ𝑥/𝑥0



, (24)

where 𝑆 is the sensitivity of index to the selected parameters,
Δ𝑦 is the variation of index,Δ𝑥 is the variation of the selected
parameter, 𝑥0 is the initial value of the parameters, and 𝑦0 is
the initial value corresponding to the situation when 𝑥 = 𝑥0.
The larger the sensitivity value, themore significant the effects
of parameter on the evaluation of demagnetization speed
point and maximum braking torque.

Using the initial value settings in Table 2, Figures 12 and
13 display the sensitivities of ECB performance to various
parameters, and the calculated values of the sensitivity are
listed in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.

From Figures 12 to 13 and Tables 3 to 4, the following
conclusions could be obtained. (i) In terms of the effects
on shift the demagnetization speed point, the influencing
parameters with the sensibility ranked in a descending order
were the thickness of the air-gap, the radius of pole shoe’s
cross section area, the distance from the pole shoe center to
the rotation center, and thickness of the rotator disc. (ii) In
terms of the nominal maximum braking torque, the radius
of pole shoe’s cross section area and the distance from the
pole shoe center to the rotating center both were of most
significant; the thickness of the air-gapwas ranked the second
place while the influence of the thickness of the rotator disc
could be ignored.

6. Conclusions

In the presented work, a design scheme of ECB was intro-
duced, and the mathematical model of ECB was developed
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Figure 12: Sensitive of demagnetization speed point.
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Figure 13: Sensitive of maximum braking torque.

based on the fundamental of the magnetic circle theory
while introducing the concept of antimagnetic force. Fur-
thermore, simulations on the braking torque characteristics
were performed based on the developedECBmodel, inwhich
the influencing factors of torque generation properties were
investigated by the variations of the parameters in ECB’s
structure design. By introducing the torque stability index,
namely, the demagnetization speed point and the nominal
maximum braking torque, the performance and influencing
factors of ECB were studied, and the results are listed as
follows.

(i) The stability of ECB’s torque generation property
could be enhanced by shifting the demagnetization
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Table 3: Sensitivity of demagnetization speed point.

−20% −15% −10% −5% 5% 10% 15% 20%
𝑎 1.2500 1.1765 1.1111 1.0526 0.9524 0.9091 0.8696 0.8333
𝑑 1.0156 0.9559 0.9028 0.8553 0.7738 0.7386 0.7065 0.6771
𝑙 4.9874 6.6491 9.9724 19.9424 19.9376 9.9676 6.6442 4.9826
𝑟 4.9813 6.6431 9.9667 19.9368 19.9429 9.9727 6.6493 4.9875

Table 4: Sensitivity of maximum braking torque.

−20% −15% −10% −5% 5% 10% 15% 20%
𝑎 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
𝑑 7.7e − 16 0 1.5e − 15 3.0e − 15 3.0e − 15 3.0e − 15 1.0e − 15 7.7e − 16
𝑙 0.9701 0.9253 0.8844 0.8496 0.7808 0.7514 0.7242 0.6989
𝑟 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

speed point, and the ECB’s demagnetization speed
point could be shifted by optimizing the internal
parameters when design.

(ii) The most remarkable influencing factor on the shift-
ing the demagnetization speed point of ECB was the
thickness of the air-gap, followed by the radius of pole
shoe’s cross section area, the distance from the pole
shoe center to the rotation center, and thickness of the
rotator disc.

(iii) Thenominalmaximumbraking torque of anECBalso
could be optimized by changing the internal param-
eters. The most influencing factor on the nominal
maximumbraking torquewas the radius of pole shoe’s
cross section area and the distance from the pole shoe
center to the rotation center, followed by the thickness
of the air-gap and thickness of the rotator disc.
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